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AN UNPROVABLE RAMSEY-TYPE THEOREM
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(Communicated by Jeffrey N. Kahn)
Abstract.
We present a new proof of the Paris-Harrington unprovable (in PA)
version of Ramsey's theorem. This also yields a particularly short proof of the
Ketonen-Solovay result on rapidly growing Ramsey functions.

Introduction
Perhaps the most famous unprovable combinatorial statement is the following form of the Finite Ramsey Theorem due to Harrington and Paris:

(FRT*)

For every choice of positive integers p , k , n
integer N with the following properties: If the
all p-element subsets of the set {n, n + 1, ... ,
by k colours then there exists a homogeneous
that |7| > miny.

there exists an
set [n, NY of
N} is coloured
subset Y such

(A set Y is said to be homogeneous if the set [Y]p is coloured by one colour
only. The validity of FRT* for values p , k , n , and N will be denoted in
short by N -U (n)"k.)
It follows from the (infinite) Ramsey theorem by a compactness argument
that FRT* is a true statement. Yet it has been proved by Paris and Harrington
[11] that FRT* cannot be proved in Peano Arithmetic PA (and, equivalently,
in the Theory of Finite Sets). In fact, this presented perhaps the first mathematically interesting result independent from PA, thus complementing classical

results of Gödel.
The original proofs, although short and elegant, heavily relied on techniques
of mathematical logic. A breakthrough was presented by Ketonen and Solovay
[5] who gave a combinatorial explanation of the unprovability of FRT* by
means of hierarchies of Fast Growing Functions. The proof of Solovay and
Ketonen is natural and elegant, but long and rather technical. Here we present
a simple proof of the Ketonen-Solovay theorem, which also yields perhaps the
simplest proof of the unprovability of FRT* .
The main idea of the proof is that we work with ordinal-valued subsets of
integers (which are called good systems) and in the main step we use a "shiftgraph" colouring.
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The paper is organized as follows: In § 1 we present some definitions and easy
properties of ordinals < Cq. In §2 we prove the main result. Section 3 contains
some remarks.
Modulo a few basic and well-known properties of fast growing functions the
paper is self-contained.

1. Preliminaries
We need basic properties of (countable) ordinals and their arithmetic. Let
£o denote the first ordinal a with co" = a. Explicitly, £o = sup y„ where
yn = ù)w }n . An ordinal 0 < a < eo has the unique representation—Cantor
Normal Form—as
a = oflH\ H-h

cüa'nt,

where a > ax > ai > ■■■> a,, ai, positive integers.
For i = 1, ... , t we put S ¡{a) = <y"'Ai,, s ¡(a) - ai,, s'(a) = a, . If yh_x <
a < yh then a is said to have height h (a) - h . Observe h(s'(a)) < h(a) - 1 .
We also define r(a), the rank of a , inductively as follows:
r(a) —a

if a is an integer;

r(a) = max{«! , ... ,n,,t,

r{ax), ... , r(a,)}.

The following are the principal definitions of our proof: A good couple is
a pair (a, p) where a < Eq, p is a positive integer, and p > r(a) + h{a).
A system of pairs (a, p) is said to be good if each pair (a, p) is a good
couple. For the limit ordinal a < £o we define a canonical sequence a(n) : Let
a = o)a' «i -I-h
a»"'«, be the Cantor Normal Form of a. If a, = a't + 1 then
we put a{n) = a)a*n\ H-h

a>a'(n, - 1) + ian'<n . If a, is limit then

a(n) = &/"«i + • • • + coa'(nt - 1) -I- œ°"(n).

In a sense a(n) is the fastest (natural) sequence of ordinals converging to a .
We define the Hardy hierarchy (of fast growing functions) as follows:
H0(n) = n;

Ha+i(n) = Ha(n + \);
//„(ai) = //„(„)(«)
if a is a limit ordinal < e0 .
The Hardy hierarchy is closely related to other hierarchies of fast growing functions (such as the Grzegorzyk hierarchy) and their importance lies in the following fundamental result (Wainer [13], see e.g., [1]):
Let / be a provably total recursive function (in PA). Then there exists a < £o
such that f(n)<H„(n)
for all sufficiently large ai .
In this case we say briefly that //„ majorizes f. We close this section by
establishing the existence of long (in fact, optimal) good systems. For a good
couple {a,p) we define the pair (a,p)+ as follows:
(a+

l,p)+

= (a,p+

1);

(q , p)+ = (a(p - h (a)), p + 1)
It follows from the
r(a(p-h(a)))
< max{r(a),

for a limit a .

definition of the fundamental
sequence that
p -h(n)}
and thus (a,p)+
is again a good couple.
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Now fix an ordinal a and a positive integer p such that (a, p + h(a) + 1)
is a good couple. Consider the system (a, p + h{a) + 1), (a, p + h(a) + 1)+ ,
((a, p + h(a) + l)+)+ , ... , (...(a, p + h(a) + l)+...)+ , where we continue
iterating the operation ( )+ until the first coordinate reaches zero. Denote this
good system by L(a, p) and by l(a, p) the number of its terms. It is easy to
see for every a that p < p' implies l(a, p) < l(a, p').
The following establishes the existence of long good systems.

Long Sequence Lemma. If (a, p + h(a) + I) is a good couple then
(*)
l{a,p)>
Ha(p)-p.
Proof. We prove (*) by transfinite induction on a. Obviously, for every natural number ai , l(n, p) is the length of the sequence (ai , p + 2), (ai - 1, p +

3), ... , (0,p + n + 2). Thus l(n,p) = n + l> Hn{p) -p = n.
In the induction step either l(a+l ,p + h(a+l)+l)
= l+l{a, p+h{a) + 2) >
1 + Ha(p + 1) - p - 1 = Ha+i(p) - p ; or (in a limit case) l(a, p + h(a) + 1)

= l+/(a(/>+

\),p + h{a) + 2) > 1 +l{a(p+

Ha{p+\){p + 1) -p-

1), p + h(a{p + l)) + 2) > 1+

1 = Ha{p + 1) -p > Ha{p)-p.

This proves (*).

It follows that the length of good systems L(a, p) is not bounded
provably total function. Particularly
l(?h,P)

D
by a

> H7h{p)-p

for all sufficiently large p .
A good system where all ordinals have height < h is called a good system of

height < h . L(y¡,-i, p)) is a good system of height < h .
2. AN UNPROVABLE THEOREM

We prove the unprovability of FRT* in the following context: Let S be a
good system, let Z be an .x-element subset of S, and put Z = {(ß\, q\), ... ,
(ßx, Qx)} ■ We call Z a right x-set of S if the ordinals ß\, ... , ßx are pairwise
distinct and /?, > /?, iff q¡ < qj . A colouring of all right x-sets of a good system
S by y colours is called an (x, y)-Paris colouring if there is not a subsystem
S' of S, S' = {ßi, qx), ... , (ßm, qm) with the properties: (i) all x-sets in S'
are right and each receives the same colour; (ii) aai> min^ , ... , qm) .
Observe that all x-sets of a system L(y^ , p) are right x-sets.
The following is the key step in our proof.
Colouring Lemma. Let S be a good system of height < h, h > 2. Assume
that h + 1 < q for all (a, q) s S. Then for every y > 3(/!+,) +1 there exists an

(h + 1, y)-Paris colouring of S.
Before proving the Colouring Lemma we show how it implies the unprov-

ability of FRT*. Recall that r*{p,k,n)

= min{7V; N -X (n)pk).

Corollary. For every h > 2
r*(h + 1, 3(A+1)2+1,2h+ 1) > Hyh_t(2h + 1) - 2/i - 1.
Proof. Put explicitly

L(7h-i »P) = {("i ,Pi), ■■■,(<*n, Pn)} ,

Pi < ■■■< Pn ■
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Observe that (ai ,p{) = (yh_l, p+h+l) and pi+\ = p¡+l for i = 1, ... , N-l .
By the Long Sequence Lemma we have N > Hyh_t(p) -p . Put x = h + 1 and
y = 3(A+n +1 . By the Colouring Lemma there exists an (x, y-)-Paris colouring
of L(yh_x,p).
As all x-sets in system L(yh_x, p) are good, this colouring induces a colouring of the set of all x-sets in the set {px, ... , N). Thus r*(h + l, y, px) > N.
Putting p = h we get
r*{h + 1, 3</,+1>2+1,
2/z + 1) > Hyh_¿h) - h .

Thus r*(h + 1, 3{h+l)2+i,2/1+1)

fails to be a provably total function.

D

Proof of Colouring Lemma. Let a > ß be two ordinals. We put

A(a,/?)

= min{/;S,(a)/£,(/?)}.

Recall that S ¡(a) is the /th term in the Cantor Normal Form of a. For a
given m-set ß\ > ß2 > ■■■> ßm of ordinals, m > 3, we define the shift vector
v = (v\, ... , vm-i) as follows:
If A(ßl+l, ß,+2) < A(ß,, ßM)

then v, =/

If A = A(ßM , ßi+2) > A(ß,,ßi+l)
«i =î In all other cases we put v¡ =1.

.

= A' and jA,(ß) > sA(A+i) then

Example. Let s-set {a\ , a2, a¡, 04 , q5) be given as
a, = a;6 • 4 + w5,
a2 = ù)6 ■3 + w4 • 2,

a3 = co6 • 3 + a>4,
a4 = w6 + <y4 -I- w2 • 3,

a5 = co6 + co4 + co • 3 + 5 .

Then the shift vector of (a\ , a2 , Q3, Q4 , a5) is the triple (Î , Z1, |).

The definition of the coordinates of the shift vector is schematically depicted
in Figure 1.

l4
A,

Figure

1
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We prove the Colouring Lemma by induction on h. For h = 2 we assign
to every triple {ß\, ß2, ßi) its shift vector (v\) of length 1. This is clearly a
3-colouring. We prove that this is indeed a (3, 3)-Paris colouring: Let A =
(ßi, Q\), ■■■, (ßm , Qm) be a subsystem of S such that each of its triple is right
and monochromatic.
Let this colour be /.
Then aai < 1 + max{t; st(ßi) ^
0} < Q\ = min{^!, ... , qm}. If the colour is î then m < 1 + sA(ß\) where
A = A{ß\, ß2). As sA(/?i) < q\ we again have \A\ —m < min{<?i, ... , qm). If
the colour is J. then we can use the same argument as in the case î : our ordinals
have height < 2 and thus have form ¿¡/''AI] + ■■■+ coa'n, where a\ > ••• > a¡
are integers and thus m < 1 + s&(ß[), where A = A(ß\ , ß2). Again sA(ßi) < q\
and \A\ < min{^i, ... , qm}.
In the induction step we assume that the Colouring Lemma holds for an integer h (i.e., for colouring of h + 1 tuples) and we prove it for h + 1 . Thus
let (ßi,qi),
... , (ßh+2, qh+2) be a right (h + 2)-tuple, ß\ > ■■■> ßh+2. Let
Vi be the shift vector corresponding to (ß\, Qi), ... , {ßh+\ >Qh+\) and v2 be
the shift vector corresponding to (ß2, q2), ... , (ßh+2, Qh+2)• We shall then
assign to (ßi, q¡), ... , (ßh+2, Qh+2) the colour (v\, v2) with the exception
of the following situation: If v\ = v2 = (Hi ■•• J.J.J.) then the colour assigned to (ßi, q\), ... , (ßh+2 >Qh+2) is equal to the colour of the (h + l)-tuple
(ay, ti),...,
(ôh+i, th+i) defined as follows: ;, = q¡ - 1 , 5, = sAi(ßi) where
A, = A(ßi, ßi+\). This colouring is guaranteed by the induction assumption as
it is easy to check that all (o¡, t¿) are good couples, thus forming a good system
of height < h— 1. It follows from V\ - v2 that (S\, t\), ... , (Sh+\, th+\) is a

right (h + 1)-tuple.
It remains to be proved that the constructed colouring is an (h + 2, y)-Paris
colouring. Let A — (ß\, Q\), ... , (ßm, Qm) be a subsystem of S such that
each (/i + 2)-tuple is right and monochromatic. If this colour is of type (v¡, v2)

and V\ / t>2 then clearly m < h + 2. As q, < h + 1 for every i = \, ... , m
we have aai < min{<7i, ... , qm). Let the colour be of type (v\ ,v2) = (v , v)
and either v = (//
■■■/) or v = (11 ■■■]). Then we conclude similarly as
in the above case h — 2 that aai < min{^i, ... , qm}. It remains to consider
the case v =|J. ••• J. when the colour is defined by induction. However, then
the above defined system (S\, ti),...,
(ôm-\, tm-\) has all its (h + l)-tuples
right and monochromatic.
Hence by the induction assumption m - 1 < t\ =
minjíi , ... , Am-i} = q\ - \ . Thus again aai < minl^ , ... , qm) . D

3. Concluding

remarks

1. There are other examples of unprovable combinatorial statements. These
include a finite miniaturization of the Erdös-Rado canonization lemma (due to
Kanamori-McAloon [4]), Goodstein sequences ([3], Paris-Kirby [6], for a short
proof see [2]), the Hercules-Hydra game (Paris-Kirby [6]), a finite miniaturization of the Kruskal theorem (due to Friedman, see [12]), and a particular form
of the Set Union Problem [9]. It seems that the Hercules-Hydra type games play
a prominent role in this list as they yield particularly simple proofs of several
of these results.
In fact the present proof is an outgrowth of such an approach and the first
form of it was based on the Hercules-Hydra game, see Loebl [7].
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2. The simplicity of our proof seems to be based on the fact that our colouring
uses a large number of colours (namely 3(A+1)+1) in order to produce a colouring of a long good system. This is not the case as one can reduce the number
of colours to 2.

Corollary. r*(p, 2, ai) fails to be a provably total function.
Proof. Consider a set [ai , N] and a colouring C of [ai , N]p by y colours
without a relatively large homogeneous set. Let n >2p . Put n' = r(p, y, 2p)—
the classical Ramsey number for partitions of p-tuples into y classes. Define a
colouring C of the set [ai , N]2p by two colours as follows: A set A e [n, N]2p
gets the colour 0 iff it is homogeneous in C, otherwise it gets the colour 1.
Obviously every C-homogeneous set of size > ai' is C-homogeneous. This
proves r*(2p, 2, ai) > r*(p, y, n) for every n > n'.
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